Lower Elementary School Supplies List 2018-2019

From Staples.com

1  Staedtler® 2-Hole Pencil Sharpener  **Item #: 385099 or Item #: 652427**

1  Ticonderoga® Pre-Sharpened Woodcase Pencil, HB Soft, #2 Lead, Yellow Barrel, 30/Pack  **Item #: 372797**

3  Staedtler® Noris Colored Pencils, Assorted Colors, 12/Pack (can be found on Amazon)

3  Clorox® Disinfecting Wipes 75/Tub

1  Westscott® 5" Kids Scissors, Pointed-Tip  **Item #: 755739**

1  Staedtler® Mars® Plastic Erasers, 4/Pack  **Item #: 274795**

3  Staples® Composition Notebook, Wide Ruled  **Item #: 674330**

1  Staples® Textured Poly 2-Pocket Folder, Blue  **Item #: 654240**

1  Staples Poly 2-Pocket Folder, Burgundy  **Item #: 431490**

1  Reusable water bottle to keep in the classroom

Please purchase the brands listed above.

*NO Mechanical Pencils

*NO Twistable Crayons or Twistable Colored Pencils

*NO Pencil Cases